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New Proposed Walls

Demolished Walls,
element, cutting for
new window or door

Windows

Existing Doorway
Opening

Contractor's  Notes:
1. Provide samples of all new elements for
approval before ordering and installation

2. All dimensions are guidance, confirm all
new construction measurements on site to
acceptable accuracy before construction

3. Where applicable the client may require a
marked out walkthrough of new
construction before implementation

4. Scaffolding, harnesses, safety
helmets&vests are to used at all times

Room Number for
drawing and
construction purposes15

custom Approx. 24" x40" sliding
metal pre-painted (white)  aluminium
windows with seals and hardware to
loft area
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Perspex  to seal
open fixed louvre
opening  in  upper
walls

4"x4" Greenheart as sub-frame for new
partition walls( columns and beams),
inclusive of notching bolting etc. max.
10ft high - 6no. columns and connecting
top beams

custom Approx. 26" x52" awning or
casement  metal pre-painted (white)
aluminium windows with seals and
hardware to operate securely to
replace louvre glass windows

3/8" thk gypsum boarding to metal studs
and lower partition walls, both sides

25guage or thicker metal studs to
upper partition walls, approx. 8ft
high, installed to manufacture
specifications
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4"x4" GH framing,  columns
secured to floor with angle
brackets,  beams notched
and secured to  columns.

3/8" thk gypsum boarding
to metal studs and lower
partition walls, both sides,

Installed to underside of
existing ceiling

metal tracks for
metal studs to
4"x4"sub-frame
beam and
existing ceiling
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